
The leader in civil works



We bring you Plasma 4TH’s PrimalFract, a product range that is ideally suited 
to medium-scale and larger projects. Its high level of precision reduces the size 
of the necessary evacuation zone, helps optimize process times, and simplifies 
work methods with no need for special permits. 

Plasma 4TH sparked a revolution in safe and sustainable rock breaking when 
it first released one of the best world´s non-explosive technologies. 

Our product is ideal for rock breaking in construction projects and 
earthmoving in general. 

Safe and Maximum control: A reliable high-precision product for 
medium-scale and larger projects. Usage produces minimum fly rock, 
vibration and sounds, making it ideal for urban construction sites and 
areas near to facilities or equipment. Minimizes the size of the required 
evacuation zone, allowing work and operations to continue at sites 
located close to rock breaking activities. 

Precise and fast results: PrimalFract uses a concentrated application 
to allow maximum control over its action. The expertise of our team 
allows the minimum operational complexity, delivering an efficient, 
precise, safe and fast results. 

Scope and applications: Construction and earthmoving, like cuttings, 
embankments, slopes, ditches, and ramps. Building work such as 
basements and structures. Landscape modification in general: leveling, 
mountainside cuttings, large diameter pipeline ditches, etc.

Friendly to the environment: PrimalFract generates small quantities of 
nitrogen, with minimal impacts on the surroundings. 

Technical characteristics

Cartridge: Plastic container
Initiation: IS* Integrated: Electrical initiators
Duration: 2 years (maximum)
Caution: Highly hygroscopic product
Volume:  55 (L/Kg)
Density:     0.6 to 1.4 g/cm3

Gases:     Reduction oxide, N
2



TYPE OF LOAD DIAMETER LENGHT RECOMMENDED DRILL 
DIAMETER

1.3 PMD 55 mm 46 cm 3 a 3.5 inches

1.7 PMD 46 cm 3.5 inches

2.0 PMD 70 mm 50 cm 3.5 inches

70 mm

PMD 
SERIES

3.0 PMD 76 mm 53 cm 4 inches

Plasma 4th is only responsible for what is expressly stated in this catalog. The company shall in no 

event be liable for damages, losses or any contingency arising from the use of the products, 

except those expressly indicated by the current Chilean legislation. The use of this product is 

regulated in each country by its own laws. Plasma 4th reserves the right to introduce all the 

changes deemed necessary to its products without prior notice.

The leader in civil works

Transport information: 
Hazard Class: 4.1 Identification Number: UN3089
Packing Group: II
Technical Shipping Name: Metal Powder, Flammable N.O.S

Storage classification signage in accordance 
with the NFPA 704 standard 



plasma4th@plasma4th.com

www.plasma4th.com

Accuracy in action

The leader in civil works

Safer mining

Perfect for minor works

Find out about our product family:


